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COVID-19
(Coronavirus)
Impact Update

IBISWorld's analysts constantly monitor the industry impacts of current events in real-time – here is an update of
how this industry is likely to be impacted as a result of the global COVID-19 pandemic:

· Revenue for the Music Publishing industry in Canada is expected to decrease in 2020 due to the ongoing
COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic. For more detail, please see the Current Performance chapter.

· Some of the industry's product and service offerings are projected to change in 2020 due to the coronavirus
pandemic. For more detail, please see the Products and Services chapter.

· Industry profit is projected to decrease in 2020 due to the industry's more difficult operating conditions in light of the
coronavirus outbreak. For more detail, please see the Cost Structure Benchmarks chapter.
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About IBISWorld
IBISWorld specializes in industry research with coverage on thousands of global industries. Our comprehensive data and in-depth analysis help
businesses of all types gain quick and actionable insights on industries around the world. Busy professionals can spend less time researching
and preparing for meetings, and more time focused on making strategic business decisions that benefit you, your company and your clients. We
offer research on industries in the US, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, Germany, the UK, Ireland, China and Mexico, as well as industries that
are truly global in nature.
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About This Industry
Industry Definition The Music Publishing industry in Canada is responsible for acquiring and registering copyrights for the musical

compositions of musicians, songwriters and composers. Establishments license the intellectual property of their
clients, authorize the use of these compositions through various media outlets and ensure that royalties are paid to
the creators of these works. Establishments act on behalf of the copyright owners and generate revenue through
various licensing agreements.

Major Players Universal Music Publishing Group

Warner Music Group Inc.

Main Activities The primary activities of this industry are:

Registration and administration of music copyrights

Collection of royalty payments

Sheet music publishing

Providing advances against future income

The major products and services in this industry are:

Mechanical royalties

Performance royalties

Synchronization royalties

Other music publishing rights

Licensing of rights to stream sound recordings online

Print licensing rights

Licensing of other rights

Percentage royalties and rights/revenue
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Supply Chain

SIMILAR INDUSTRIES

Newspaper Publishing in Canada Magazine & Periodical Publishing
in Canada

Book Publishing in Canada Greeting Cards & Other Publishing
in Canada

       

       

RELATED INTERNATIONAL INDUSTRIES

Global Music Production and
Distribution

Independent Label Music
Production in the US

Major Label Music Production in
the US

Music Publishing in the US

Music Publishing and Sound
Recording in Australia

Sound Recording & Music
Publishing in the UK
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Industry at a Glance
Key Statistics

$337.6m
Revenue

Annual Growth

2015–2020

-1.6%

Annual Growth

2020–2025

0.6%

Annual Growth

2015–2025

 

$16.9m
Profit

Annual Growth

2015–2020

-16.8%

  Annual Growth

2015–2020

 

5.0%
Profit Margin

Annual Growth

2015–2020

-6.6pp

  Annual Growth

2015–2020

 

517
Businesses

Annual Growth

2015–2020

0.3%

Annual Growth

2020–2025

0.7%

Annual Growth

2015–2025

 

922
Employment

Annual Growth

2015–2020

-0.7%

Annual Growth

2020–2025

0.6%

Annual Growth

2015–2025

 

$66.1m
Wages

Annual Growth

2015–2020

0.2%

Annual Growth

2020–2025

0.6%

Annual Growth

2015–2025

Key External Drivers % = 2015–20 Annual Growth

-23.9%
Demand from concert and event
promotion

1.6%
Per capita disposable income

1.9%
Total advertising expenditure

3.0%
Number of mobile telephone
subscriptions

3.8%
Number of fixed broadband
connections

 
Industry Structure

POSITIVE IMPACT

  Concentration
Low   Barriers to Entry

High / Decreasing

MIXED IMPACT

  Life Cycle
Mature   Revenue Volatility

Medium

  Capital Intensity
Medium   Industry Assistance

Medium / Increasing

NEGATIVE IMPACT

  Regulation & Policy
Heavy / Steady   Technology Change

High

  Industry Globalization
High / Increasing   Competition

High / Steady

 

Key Trends

 The industry has endured competition from internet piracy
and P2P file-sharing services

 Mobile phones have been a significant source of revenue for
music publishers

 Performance royalties have become the defensive wall of
revenue generation

 Free digital services are expected to challenge potential
growth markets

 Wages are anticipated to rise in tandem with employment

 The internet's growth as a medium for music distribution will
drive industry performance

 The shift toward digital platforms has helped publishers
unearth new revenue streams
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Products & Services Segmentation

 
Major Players SWOT

STRENGTHS

  High & Decreasing Barriers to Entry

  Medium & Increasing Level of Assistance

  Low Imports

  High Profit vs. Sector Average

  High Revenue per Employee

   

WEAKNESSES

  High Competition

  High Customer Class Concentration

  High Product/Service Concentration

  High Capital Requirements

   

OPPORTUNITIES

  High Performance Drivers

  Number of mobile telephone subscriptions

   

THREATS

  Low Revenue Growth (2005-2020)

  Low Revenue Growth (2015-2020)

  Low Outlier Growth

  Low Revenue Growth (2020-2025)

  Per capita disposable income
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Executive Summary High note: The rising popularity of digital music is expected to help drive
industry growth

The Music Publishing industry in Canada is in the middle of a gradual transition toward royalty collection from music
services, moving away from its traditional business model of album sales. Falling sales of both physical albums and
digital downloads have forced publishers to seek out new revenue sources and become less dependent on
traditional licensing platforms. To meet changing consumer preferences, publishers are continuously cultivating
licensing agreements with newer revenue streams, such as mobile applications, online radio platforms and
subscription-based music services. This transition has buoyed the industry in recent years, though the COVID-19
(coronavirus) pandemic has offset many of these positive trends and caused industry profitability to decrease
compared with the beginning of the period. Consequently, over the five years to 2020, industry revenue is
anticipated to decrease an annualized 1.6% to $337.6 million, including a decline of 4.2% in 2020 alone amid the
ongoing pandemic.

The shift toward digital platforms has helped publishers unearth several new revenue streams. However, the future
performance of these mediums hinges on the ability to overcome new obstacles. For example, the rise of the
internet has made it easier for artists to manage, distribute and promote their songs without the assistance of a
publisher. Artists have become increasingly reluctant to rely on a major label and its publishing arm to oversee the
management of their intellectual property, potentially curtailing industry growth. Additionally, many signed artists
choose to release free music as promotional material to support the major tours that generate the majority of their
income, inhibiting industry operations.

The future, however, is positive for an industry that has struggled with frequent changes to its revenue streams over
the past decade. Over the five years to 2025, revenue is projected to grow an annualized 0.6% to $348.3 million.
The growing popularity of digital music will help drive growth during the outlook period as operators learn to
capitalize on these changes. In addition, increased government oversight online to prevent music piracy will benefit
publishers in the long run, enabling publishers to capture licensing royalties that have been evaded due to peer-to-
peer file sharing and piracy.
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Industry Performance

Key External
Drivers

Per capita disposable income

As music products are largely discretionary, consumer demand for music products trends heavily with the level of
disposable income. An increase in per capita disposable income will increase demand for both physical and digital
music consumption. Per capita disposable income is expected to increase in 2020, representing a potential
opportunity for the industry.

 

Number of fixed broadband connections

The internet has facilitated the global distribution of music, and physical album sales have been steadily declining
over the past decade. Music publishers have been forced to shift their focus away from CDs to online streaming
services and sales of singles. As more people connect to the internet, this industry will benefit from increased
volume via streaming services and online music distribution, though these product lines are typically lower margin
compared with physical sales. In 2020, the number of fixed broadband connections is expected to increase.
Combined with the greater probability of music piracy, this increase poses a potential threat to the industry.

 

Number of mobile telephone subscriptions

Consumers have increasingly used their mobile devices to stream music over the five years to 2019, and this trend
is anticipated to continue. As more people purchase data-enabled smartphones, IBISWorld expects that many will
use these devices to stream music, providing operators with digital royalty payments. In 2020, the number of mobile
telephone subscriptions is anticipated to increase.

 

Demand from concert and event promotion

Concert and event promoters need to attract high-profile talent to their venues, and music publishers generate
revenue via performance royalties. When demand for concerts and events increases, publishers can benefit from
additional performance royalty revenue. In 2020, demand from concert and event promotion is anticipated to
decrease.

 

Total advertising expenditure

Advertisers frequently use music to complement the products and services they sell, and music publishers are
entitled to synchronization royalties for enabling advertisers to use their copyrighted works. When advertising
increases, copyright holders and publishers benefit from additional royalty revenue. In 2020, total advertising
expenditure is anticipated to decrease.
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Current
Performance

Music is more accessible today than ever before, with the distribution of
music crossing a variety of media outlets in an evolving creative
economy.

Songs and albums can be heard over the radio, on the internet, in advertisements, in movies and on TV shows. The
central focus of operators in the Music Publishing industry in Canada is to acquire the copyrights to a writer's or
performer's work and then license these recordings to media outlets that wish to play them. Outlets that play the
industry's licensed music must pay publishers every time it is replayed, and these payments comprise the bulk of the
industry's revenue. Publishers will then pass along a portion of their revenue in the form of royalties to the artists.
Music publishing has been very resilient to the drastic evolution in digital music distribution, benefiting from the vast
number of new mobile media outlets that have served as new revenue streams. However, this transition has also
been characterized in part by an inability to properly capitalize on these trends effectively.

Despite the quick transition to new digital revenue sources, publishers nonetheless encounter considerable
obstacles. The industry has endured significant competition from internet piracy and peer-to-peer (P2P) file-sharing
services, which enable consumers to download audio files from unauthorized sources. P2P music sharing provides
individuals with free music that has not been licensed for distribution, eliminating any sort of revenue generation
from the music licence on which publishers rely. Additionally, the diminishing trend in physical album sales, which
have historically generated a high profit margin and high royalties, has reverberated across the industry over the
past five years. Album sales in the United States are projected to fall an annualized 16.0% over the five years to
2020, demonstrating the trends of the music sector worldwide and a crucial market for industry operators.

Moreover, declining macroeconomic conditions during some years of the reporting period, especially in the current
year with respect to the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic, are projected to compound the aforementioned trends.
Although per capita disposable income and consumer spending are projected to rise an annualized 1.7% and 0.3%
over the five years to 2020, respectively, in part mitigating the industry from experiencing further revenue declines,
total advertising expenditure is projected to decline in the current year, as are consumer spending and consumer
confidence, with these declines significant enough to erode the industry's revenue performance over the past five
years as a whole. Nevertheless, rising internet connectivity is projected to assist in sustaining demand for music
consumption in digital markets, shielding the industry from a more pronounced aggregate decline in revenue. In all,
and as a result of these various forces at play, over the five years to 2020 industry revenue is expected to decrease
at an annualized rate of 1.6% to $337.6 million, including a decline of 4.2% in 2020 itself as industry operators
contend with revenue losses amid the ongoing coronavirus pandemic.

PUBLISHING AND THE DIGITAL TRANSITION

With the advent of digital music consumption outlets, some of the
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industry's traditional revenue streams have declined.

For instance, consumers have increasingly moved away from purchases of long-form physical media such as
albums in favour of digital downloads of individual tracks. A recent surge in vinyl sales has, however, offset this
trend to a degree. Nevertheless, music publishers have benefited from the present ubiquity of digital media.
Licensing revenue can be generated through new outlets such as digital song downloads, online streaming services
and mobile phone ringtones, though digital downloads are decreasing as a major market for operators.

Mobile phones have been a significant source of revenue for music publishers over the past five years. New mobile
applications, such as online streaming radio and subscription-based music services including Pandora and Spotify,
have become popular in recent years. Streaming music services pay royalties on a per-play basis. As subscription
services increase in popularity, a growing number of total mobile plays has increased royalty payments over the past
five years. Importantly, digital downloads only offer royalties during the sale itself, thereby making the opportunity for
continuous revenue generation in music streaming services more attractive. Further, since these services are
entirely digital, a label can offer their entire catalogue of popular and obscure artists without the need to pay for
costly manufacturing and distribution of physical albums, protecting the industry's average profit margin for the
majority of the current period, though industry profit as a whole is projected to decline markedly compared with 2015
levels due to the pandemic and its negative effect on industry performance more broadly.

PROTECTING REVENUE STREAMS

Despite a rising diversity of media outlet opportunities, the widespread
consolidation activity that has characterized the upstream Global Music
Production and Distribution industry (IBISWorld report Q8712-GL) has
also begun to stymie enterprise formation in this industry.

Consequently, the number of enterprises is only projected to increase an annualized 0.3% to 517 companies over
the five years to 2020. As a complement to this marginally higher industry participation, industry wages are also
forecast to increase an annualized 0.2% during the current period, reaching $66.1 million in 2020.

The industry and the Canadian government have both taken steps to improve the policing of illegal downloading and
music sharing online, which pose severe threats to the industry's royalty revenue generation. Canada's updated
Copyright Modernization Act went into effect in January 2015, and now gives publishers and other licensed
copyright holders the right to work with internet service providers to issue formal cease and desist orders to
consumers that have participated in illegal downloading.

Despite the changing landscape within other industry segments, performance royalties continue to produce revenue
and have become the defensive wall of revenue generation over the past five years. Growing downstream demand
for live music performances, with the exception of the current year, has led to growth in licensing opportunities with
broadcasts on radio and TV, also consistently supporting growth in this segment. The number of songs and other
recordings used in media has also risen, and is expected to continue. However, the value of any given recording has
fallen as advertisers leverage the internet to locate music of their choice. This increased access decreases the
chances that a well-known artist's work will be used, which lowers the fee amount charged to use the song.
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Historical Performance Data

Year
Revenue

($m)
IVA

($m)
Establishments

(Units)
Enterprises

(Units)
Employment

(Units)
Exports

($m)
Imports

($m)
Wages

($m)

Domestic
Demand

($m)

U.S. Album
Sales

(Million)
2011 417 123 565 561 925 N/A N/A 61.4 N/A 350
2012 399 134 548 543 886 N/A N/A 61.5 N/A 322
2013 374 119 521 517 849 N/A N/A 60.0 N/A 301
2014 362 122 514 509 829 N/A N/A 59.4 N/A 263
2015 365 127 515 509 953 N/A N/A 65.6 N/A 238
2016 332 120 472 467 957 N/A N/A 61.3 N/A 198
2017 344 119 501 496 939 N/A N/A 65.0 N/A 170
2018 357 120 528 523 926 N/A N/A 69.0 N/A 118
2019 352 124 532 526 947 N/A N/A 68.1 N/A 106
2020 338 101 522 517 922 N/A N/A 66.1 N/A 99.5
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Industry Outlook
Outlook The Music Publishing industry in Canada is ultimately expected to

continue leveraging technological change over the five years to 2025.

Additionally, industry revenue is expected to increase amid more favourable macroeconomic conditions as the
Canadian economy recovers from the worst effects of the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic, and as the
opportunities afforded by more monetized outlets for music consumption increase for industry companies. To this
end, IBISWorld estimates consumer spending will rise an annualized 3.1% over the next five years, bolstering both
music sales and revenue. Further, rising internet connectivity, exemplified by the number of fixed broadband
connections and mobile telephone subscriptions, is projected to climb an annualized 1.7% and 3.2%, respectively,
providing new outlets for music consumption through various means, chief among them music streaming services,
which have grown to account for one of the largest markets for the industry's operators. These macroeconomic
trends are projected to boost industry performance over the next five years.

In addition, total advertising expenditure is forecast to increase an annualized 1.9% over the five years to 2025,
representing expanding opportunities for growth in increasingly diverse advertising strategies. However, the number
of album sales in the United States, a primary market for operators, is projected to fall an annualized 3.2%, which is
expected to curtail more profound revenue growth. These countervailing trends are thus expected to contribute to an
annualized 0.6% increase in revenue over the five years to 2025, reaching $348.3 million.

DIGITAL REGULATION ERA

The internet's continued growth as a medium for music distribution is
expected to drive future industry performance, offsetting the negative
effect of a collapsing market for physical music sales.

While the digital revolution is bringing an end to the once-booming market for physical retail, it has spurred a new
wave of outlets for music consumption and licensing.

Nevertheless, free digital services are expected to challenge potential growth markets, threatening the industry's
means of generating future income. For example, websites such as Bandcamp enable popular independent bands
to both sell and license their music without the need for a publisher. Conversely, other popular music streaming
services such as Apple Music and Spotify pay royalties to publishers for each song played and from revenue
generated through advertisements. The revenue from these services is expected to continue growing as a
proportion of overall industry revenue, helping counter the negative effects of self-released and freely available
music.

Over the next five years, growth from these digital outlets is expected to be mitigated by several other issues,
however, particularly any change in rate regulations made by the government and other influential bodies and the
negotiation of rates for new services, such as Apple Music. The rate-setting process is vitally important to all music
publishers and their songwriters. Moving forward, IBISWorld expects music streaming services to play an important
role in royalty revenue generation for the industry, as there is still uncertainty as to the appropriate rate mechanism.
As digital streaming becomes more widespread, greater attention will likely be focused on streaming royalties by
premier organizations including the Society of Composers, Authors and Music Publishers of Canada, which
advocates on behalf of artists and publishers alike.

RISING IMPORTANCE OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
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The industry primarily relies on intellectual property for revenue and
demand generation.

Thus, the ability to protect intellectual property and the increased use of internet services and products will also
affect revenue. Music industry and government boards are expected to continue their fight against illicit downloading
via antipiracy measures. With this assistance, IBISWorld forecasts that easier access to the streaming services
provided through the internet will drive revenue growth. The challenge for music publishers, however, will be to
garner enough intellectual property protection to ensure that streaming internet sites produce revenue for the songs
they play.

Moreover, the industry is expected to experience a resurgence regarding its profitability, as the costs of reproducing
content are very low. Once a song is recorded, it can then be licensed an infinite number of times to any client
willing to pay. Combined with this trend, increased consumer spending and rising corporate profit during the outlook
period are expected to boost the industry's profitability.

LARGE VERSUS SMALL LABELS

Three major labels, Warner Music Group Inc., Universal Music Group and
Sony Music Entertainment, have dominated the global music publishing,
distribution and production industries.

These labels benefit from having access to the majority of popular music and valuable catalogues of classic hits.
However, individual musicians can easily enter the industry and provide their music for free. Additionally, the
presence of these three major companies is relatively marginal in Canada when compared with their market
dominance in the neighbouring United States. Over the five years to 2025, IBISWorld anticipates this trend to
continue, as the most successful North American artists typically operate from New York City and Los Angeles.

Today, the shift in the delivery of music toward digital mediums and the ease and affordability of digital recording
equipment has encouraged a surge in the number of small independent record labels. Many of these labels are also
publishing music to boost revenue, strengthening demand from operators and acting as a countervailing force to the
increasing consolidation activity experienced by the industry. Accordingly, although the growth in new enterprises is
expected to stagnate, IBISWorld expects new operators to continue entering the industry. To this end, over the five
years to 2025, the number of operators is projected to increase an annualized 0.7% to 535 companies. Furthermore,
rising demand is projected to drive employment growth at a tepid annualized rate of 0.6%, reaching 951 employees
during the same period. Importantly, wages are anticipated to rise in tandem with employment, keeping average
salaries steady in an increasingly globalized and concentrated music economy.

Performance Outlook Data

Year
Revenue

($m)
IVA

($m)
Establishments

(Units)
Enterprises

(Units)
Employment

(Units)
Exports

($m)
Imports

($m)
Wages

($m)

Domestic
Demand

($m)

U.S. Album
Sales

 (Million)
2020 338 101 522 517 922 N/A N/A 66.1 N/A 99.5
2021 340 119 524 519 930 N/A N/A 66.7 N/A 95.8
2022 345 121 528 523 942 N/A N/A 67.6 N/A 92.5
2023 347 122 531 525 946 N/A N/A 67.9 N/A 89.6
2024 348 122 537 532 949 N/A N/A 68.1 N/A 87.0
2025 348 122 541 535 951 N/A N/A 68.2 N/A 84.7
2026 349 122 542 537 953 N/A N/A 68.3 N/A 82.7
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Industry Life Cycle The life cycle stage of this industry is    Mature

LIFE CYCLE REASONS

The industry is experiencing consolidation activity

The industry is characterized by slow growth rates

There are static product and service offerings in this industry

The Music Publishing industry in Canada is currently in the mature stage of its economic life cycle, characterized by
slow growth rates, market acceptance, static product and service offerings and consolidation activity. The function of
a music publisher is to exploit music copyrights and generate royalty revenue through contractual relationships with
songwriters, composers and recording artists. Promoting songs, supervising the collection and payment of royalties
and placing songs in movie and TV soundtracks as well as commercials facilitates the development of multiple
recurrent revenue streams. Over the 10 years to 2025, industry value added (IVA) for the Canadian Music
Publishing industry, which measures an industry's contribution to the overall economy, is projected to decrease an
annualized 0.4%. In contrast, the GDP of Canada is projected to rise an annualized 1.8% during the same 10-year
period. While an industry with a declining IVA is typically said to be in the decline stage of its economic life cycle,
this is primarily the result of a forecast strong decline in IVA over the current year in light of the COVID-19
(coronavirus) pandemic, though events such as these are usually seen as outliers and are not representative of an
industry's performance in the long run. Furthermore, the industry's characteristics in aggregate are more reflective of
an industry in maturity.

The industry began the 10-year period with positive IVA growth following a period of key merger and acquisition
activity in the upstream Global Music Production and Distribution industry (IBISWorld report Q8712-GL), which
involves the same key players as in the domestic industry. However, this has been followed by the surging
popularity of subscription-based streaming and online radio recommendation services, both of which have thrown a
wrench in the traditional business models of industry operators, facilitating fluctuating revenue growth during the
period. As with most businesses operating in the information sector, industry companies now have additional
revenue opportunities at their disposal via online and mobile markets but have been in a period of transition as a
result, curtailing potential growth opportunities. Plus, the growth in available markets for music publishers (songs
being translated to games, films, TV, internet applications, iPhone applications and more) suggests an industry that
is growing. However, these new avenues will also promote more intense competition between music publishers
already battling for market share as sales of physical albums and digital downloads continue declining. Additionally,
Canada's role in an increasingly global music economy is limited, inhibiting more robust growth moving forward and
restricting the industry to maturity.

The industry has also been consolidated parallel to the upstream production industries. During the 10-year period,
the number of industry operators is only projected to increase an annualized 0.5%. A stagnating growth rate such as
this one becomes more evident as consolidation activity increases, and may even slow down or decrease further
over the upcoming years as larger music publishing companies continue acquiring the music catalogues of smaller
industry operators. When considering this growth rate in combination with the merger and acquisition activity that
has also occurred in the Music Publishing industry's upstream market, in addition to the mergers and acquisitions
that have occurred among some of the industry's largest players in recent years, the industry's increasing
consolidation becomes more evident. In sum, these factors altogether suggest an industry that is consolidating at an
increased pace, mirroring the upstream music production industry worldwide and leading to a highly globalized
industry that is susceptible to intense competition from global giants that are expected to limit more profound growth.
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Products & Markets
Supply Chain Key Buying Industries

1st Tier

Musical Instrument & Supplies Stores in Canada

Radio Broadcasting in Canada

TV Broadcasting in Canada

Advertising Agencies in Canada

2nd Tier

Consumers in Canada

Key Selling Industries
1st Tier

Arts, Entertainment and Recreation In Canada

Performing Arts Companies In Canada

Products & Services

  Music publishers earn revenue from licensing the right to use an artist's
songs in various media.

Operators in the Music Publishing industry in Canada acquire the copyrights, or a share of the copyrights, of musical
compositions or enter into agreements to administer copyrights. Revenue is derived from these compositions by
licensing them for inclusion on records, film, TV and other media. In return for providing these services, companies
are entitled to a percentage of the royalty income, which varies from contract to contract. Revenue is derived from
four primary categories of royalties.

PERFORMANCE ROYALTIES

Performance royalties include the broadcast of music on TV, radio, cable
and satellite, as well as live performances at a concert or other venue.

Also included in this product segment is the broadcasting of music at sporting events, restaurants or bars, online
and wireless streaming and the performance of music in staged theatrical productions. Revenue is derived any time
a licensed song is played across any one of these types of performances. Key drivers of growth in this segment are
the chart success of songs from rosters of active songwriters and the proliferation of new media channels alongside
the declining significance of record sales which prompts greater emphasis on live performance as opposed to
recorded products.

Performance rights organizations and collection societies typically collect performance royalties on behalf of
publishers and songwriters. Key performing rights organizations and collection societies in Canada include the
Society of Composers, Author and Music Publishers of Canada (SOCAN), the Canadian Musical Reproduction
Rights Agency and the Society for Reproduction Rights of Authors, Composers and Publishers in Canada. The
societies pay a percentage of the performance royalties to the copyright owners or publishers and the songwriters of
the composition. The performance royalties segment has grown over the five years to 2020, and IBISWorld expects
this to continue, largely because of TV advertising, live performance, online streaming and advertising royalties. Live
performances, however, have declined in the short term due to the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic. Altogether,
performance royalties are estimated to generate 60.7% of industry revenue in 2020.
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SYNCHRONIZATION ROYALTIES

Synchronization royalties are estimated to account for 22.3% of total
industry revenue in 2020.

These royalties include the use of music in audiovisual productions, such as films, TV programs, TV commercials,
DVDs or video games, as background music that is not the direct focus of the work. Synchronization royalties
include the use of a song in combination with visual images. Synchronization revenue has increased as a share of
industry revenue during the current period.

More specifically, the industry's publishing companies have been able to drive meaningful growth in this segment
over the past five years by gaining greater penetration in commercials and video games. Significant licences have
been issued worldwide for several major advertising campaigns, TV programs and video games as a way of
bolstering awareness for the artist and to boost demand for album sales. Artists have struggled to generate royalties
from sales of physical media over the past five years, which has encouraged a shift toward synchronization royalties
to help boost overall income. Synchronization royalties are often perceived as a revenue-generating tactic that can
popularize and help generate massive mechanical royalties for unknown songs that achieve large marketing
exposure. For example, George Gershwin's 1924 composition, “Rhapsody in Blue," despite generating virtually no
mechanical royalties through sales of physical sheet music and/or vinyl records previously, nevertheless achieved
massive synchronization royalties and resurrected its mechanical royalty generation when American Airlines Inc.
began using the score in its publicity materials. Additionally, as advertising strategies become more
multidimensional and emphasize audience engagement, this segment can expect sustained growth over the five
years to 2025.

MECHANICAL ROYALTIES

Mechanical royalties describe revenue derived from audio compositions,
including physical recordings, ringtones, digital downloads, streaming
plays and music used in other recorded items.

In Canada, music publishers collect mechanical royalties directly from recorded music companies or via a variety of
royalty distribution agencies, such as the SOCAN. Once mechanical royalties reach the publisher, either directly
from record companies or from collection societies, percentages of those royalties are paid to any co-owners of the
copyright in the composition and to the writers and composers of the composition. In 2020, mechanical royalties
account for an estimated 6.7% of industry revenue and have declined as a share of revenue during the period due to
strong growth in synchronization royalties.

OTHER

Royalties in this segment are anticipated to include streaming royalties
via online services such as Apple Music and Spotify (1.4%), as well as
print licensing rights (4.6%) and audio rights for miscellaneous purposes
including studio musicians (2.0%).

However, these rate structures are still in contention. The dominance of the US music market over Canada's has led
to differing rate structures, with mechanical rates typically being higher in the United States than in Canada. Moving
forward, streaming royalties will likely increase as Music Canada, an industry association, continues to push the
Canadian Copyright Board for more competitive rates. Overall, however, these other publishing activities generate a
negligible share of industry revenue and therefore do not merit a significant discussion here.

Demand
Determinants

Music publishing is the business of acquiring, administering, monetizing
and protecting the rights to musical compositions.

It is a business based on songs the music corporation owns, distinct from recordings, films, commercials or the other
media in which they are used. In turn, music publishers in the Canadian Music Publishing industry earn their
revenue from licensing the right for these media outlets to use their songs. As a result, demand for the services
music publishers provide correlates highly with consumer demand for the actual music and the growing diversity of
media channels that use music such as mobile, internet and out-of-home advertising, among others. In general,
demand for music products depends on the level of household disposable income and the quality of the musical
work as well as increasingly complex distribution and promotion practices. Still, at the consumer level, the purchase
of music is considered discretionary. When the level of income declines, households typically respond by reducing
or postponing the purchase of goods, particularly nonessential goods in the musical and entertainment industries. In
addition to disposable income, consumer demand for music also hinges on qualitative characteristics such as
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popularity, quality and reputation.

A higher level of public appeal in music will attract substantial sales of albums and songs, creating opportunities to
license said popular music for use in other mediums such as radio, advertisements, live performances or TV shows.
Demand for music publishing is greater when music publicity is widespread and critical reception is positive. Still,
companies can generally control the level of advertising they generate since the upstream Global Music Production
and Distribution industry (IBISWorld report Q8712-GL) is highly concentrated, which also dominates in the
distribution and publishing sectors, thereby integrating the entire music economy to their benefit. However, reviews
are based on artistic merit and the opinions of the reviewer and are therefore more difficult to control. Favourable
reviews, or even a high level of popular acclaim, will positively influence public demand for album sales and
influence the usage of popular songs in media.

Over the five years to 2019, consumer demand and music popularity has been hugely influenced by advancements
in technology. The advent of digital downloading and transferring of music online presents positive and negative
outcomes for the industry. Overall demand for music may actually increase as more fans gain convenient access to
an enormous catalogue of music by artists whose compositions were relatively unknown and their works were very
difficult to find, thus creating greater opportunities and possibly increasing music publishing demand in various other
media outlets. However, purchases of individual songs have reduced overall royalties compared with CDs and an
increasing number of consumers are pirating their music through unlicensed distribution websites. Though illegal
digital downloads create greater exposure overall, they do not provide a direct source of revenue. Moreover, it
becomes more difficult for music publishers to identify which music is popular as illegal downloads are not publicly
recorded, hence discouraging companies from investing too heavily in music as a promotional tool.

Still, while illicit downloading is a tangible threat to industry operations, digital downloads have been on the decline
and therefore the primary demand determinant in the digital sphere is the proliferation of streaming services.
Importantly, streaming services can capitalize on a single licence multiple times, garnering near continuous revenue
generation. As a result, publishers in the industry typically increase the price of streaming licences due to their utility.
Ultimately, even if these prices increase, the potential for revenue generation is a significant facilitator of demand for
streaming services.

Demand for music also correlates highly with the population distribution. Musical groups often appeal to a specific
demographic such as age, gender and education level. If the number of people in a certain demographic group
increases, then the potential size of the audience for album purchases or exposure of music in particular genres for
various media increases. For example, pop and rock groups, which tend to target a younger demographic, will often
perform in areas where there is a higher proportion of young people. While the overall demand for music remains
unchanged, the value of the licence to certain genres can change with demographic shifts.

Major Markets

  Operators active in the Music Publishing industry in Canada generate
their revenue from customers who purchase works from artists through
various avenues such as streaming services, which customers typically
pay a recurring monthly fee to use; digital downloads; physical music
sales; and other outlets.

  Notably, the Global Music Production and Distribution industry (IBISWorld report Q8712-GL) has transitioned toward
the digital provision of music, and artists have increasingly generated income through avenues that do not depend
on licensing and royalties, primarily live performances. The Canadian market has also been adopting these
changes. According to data from Statistics Canada, in 2017 (latest data available), streaming sales accounted for
the majority of revenue from musical products for the first time and simultaneously represented the fastest growing
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market for music consumption, although the popularity of streaming services has risen so rapidly that the data
regarding streaming is still very new compared with other categories that have been around for much longer.
However, data from the United States supports this, with 2017 data from the Recording Industry Association of
America (RIAA) showing that digital revenue accounted for nearly 80.0% of total revenue for that year, thereby
representing the fastest growing revenue generator in that nation as well. Domestically, royalties in Canada remain
split among three primary outlets of customers' music listening habits.

ROYALTIES FROM PHYSICAL SALES

Royalties from physical sales encompass all revenue that is generated
from items such as compact discs, vinyl records, CD singles, DVDs and
other tapes and physical media.

Royalties from this segment have declined sharply for nearly 20 years worldwide, but have been growing in
popularity domestically. Nevertheless, this segment has ultimately declined as a share of industry revenue due to
more profound growth in other segments. In 2020, these physical formats represent an estimated 47.5% of the
industry's royalties.

This segment has somewhat resurged in popularity due to increased purchases of vinyl records, which have
achieved niche popularity among collectors and vinyl enthusiasts. Still, the main reason this segment continues to
remain relevant in the domestic Music Publishing industry is due to the declining significance of digital downloads
compared with the rising popularity of streaming services, thereby decreasing the salience of the digital market while
the physical market is buoyed by vinyl sales. Nevertheless, although this segment has performed relatively well over
the five years to 2020, the segment may still comprise a shrinking portion of the industry's total customer base over
the five years to 2025 as streaming services continue their ascension.

STREAMING SERVICES AND DISTRIBUTION

The recent surge in the popularity of unlimited music consumption via
various online streaming services such as Apple Music and Spotify has
led its share of industry revenue to increase over the past five years.

Consumers who wish to listen and have access to as much music as possible often prefer streaming services over
digital downloading, which requires a customer to pay a fee for each individual track. While many consumers
regarded the business model of digital downloads to be far better than having to purchase full physical albums to
obtain a copy of their favourite individual singles, the ease of unlimited streaming has even eroded sales of digital
downloads over the past five years. Moreover, with streaming services, a consumer does not need to limit their data
storage space by downloading songs. The increasing proliferation of internet-enabled mobile devices has propelled
streaming services to become the fastest-growing market for the industry. Royalties collected from sales to
streaming services, which garner higher prices since there is a continuous revenue stream for these clients, are
anticipated to generate 49.7% of the industry's customer base in 2020. Other miscellaneous royalty payments to
distributors represent a negligible share of this segment and are generated through an assortment of minor
broadcasting methods that generate royalties such as public airings and legacy jukebox plays.

DIGITAL MARKETS OTHER THAN STREAMING

Royalties that are collected from sales of digital downloads had
previously represented a revolutionary and powerful source of publishing
royalties, uprooting the traditional business models of industry operators
that relied on physical formats.

With the introduction of MP3 players and online sales of individual tracks, sales of digital downloads brought a swift
end to the album era of physical CD sales at the beginning of the 21st century. However, the recent surge in
popularity of unlimited music consumption via online streaming services has catalyzed this segment's decline over
the current period.

While streaming has taken over as the prominent form of music consumption in the digital sphere and vinyl sales
have helped maintain the physical retail market's share of revenue, consequently keeping the physical retail market
from experiencing a more profound decline, the shift in consumer preference has disproportionately hurt the digital
downloads segment. However, streaming services are projected by IBISWorld to remain the most significant market
category over the five years to 2025. Consumers who prefer to consume music through physical products are likely
to not have changed their preference with the advent of streaming services, exacerbating this decline. Ultimately,
royalties collected from sales of digital downloads are anticipated to generate 2.8% of revenue in 2020.
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Exports in this industry are    Low and Steady

Imports in this industry are    Low and Steady

Due to the service-based nature of the Music Publishing industry in Canada, industry operators do not engage in
any form of international trade. Any international transfer of intellectual property or copyright ownership occurs within
major companies through overseas operations or between industry competitors without the exchange of any
tangible products and is consequently recorded at the upstream manufacturing level. The industry therefore does
not record any international trade even though the industry is highly globalized and reliant on an international flow of
goods, services and intellectual property.

Business
Locations

  The Music Publishing industry in Canada is highly concentrated in the provinces of Ontario, Quebec and British Columbia, since
the vast majority of entertainment companies do not have a major presence in smaller provinces. When combined, these three
regions account for 92.3% of total industry establishments. Ontario contains 51.4% of total industry establishments, followed by
Quebec (23.4%) and British Columbia (17.4%). Toronto and the city's surrounding metropolitan area act as the unofficial capital of
the music industry in Canada, and other focal points for industry operations include Montreal and Vancouver, which partially
explains the distribution of establishments in the industry. Furthermore, these regions are among the most densely populated in
Canada, which makes them ideal for industry operators to conduct business.

Additionally, music publishers benefit by locating facilities near more densely populated areas as there is a greater likelihood of
discovering new musical acts. As a result, many of the smaller regions in Canada contain only a small number of music
publishers, if any at all. This trend has gradually changed over the five years to 2020, however, as many small publishing
companies have emerged throughout the smaller provinces to cater to niche markets amid a growing telecommunications
infrastructure that is connecting more disparate populations. Digital publishing and the distribution of recorded works have made it
far easier for independent and local record labels and publishers to distribute their roster's work globally, thereby reducing the
need to locate their central offices near densely populated metropolitan areas such as Toronto, Montreal and Vancouver. The high
concentration of establishments in these areas remains important to facilitate face-to-face contact with industry professionals,
however, although online business may enable this concentration to decline slightly moving forward.
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Competitive Landscape
Market Share
Concentration

Concentration in this industry is    Low

Market share concentration in the Music Publishing industry in Canada is low. The four largest industry operators
are anticipated to account for close to 20.0% of industry revenue in 2020, although this represents an increase from
9.5% in 2015. While these companies are the largest integrated music labels in the world, their presence in Canada
is marginal due to the companies holding far larger operations across the United States and Europe. The industry
does not calculate foreign distribution of artists' material across the world, thereby limiting the extent of market share
concentration. Therefore, the industry's largest operators command a small portion of the Canadian market, despite
holding massive publishing rights across much of the United States. Nonetheless, IBISWorld anticipates that the
increasing global recognition of major Canadian musicians such as Drake and Justin Bieber, among others, could
boost the domestic market shares of these companies over the next five years.

Key Success
Factors

IBISWorld identifies 250 Key Success Factors for a business. The most important for this industry are:

Having a good reputation:
Companies that have a good reputation tend to sign a higher number of talented artists who generate greater
revenue streams from live performances and licensing deals.

Protection of intellectual property/copyrighting of output:
The industry generates revenue through royalty payments from legal distribution of music. Strong intellectual
protection of works secures material from unauthorized redistribution.

Upstream vertical integration (ownership links):
Music publishers that have vertically integrated operations have a more comprehensive control over how their music
is promoted and distributed.

Management of a high quality assets portfolio:
The management of a high-quality assets portfolio is a key success factor in this industry, including participant
ownership of copyrights to songs that are in demand.

Having a wide and expanding product range:
Companies that offer a wide range of material will generate greater revenue from both popular and niche genres of
music.
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Cost Structure
Benchmarks

  Profit

The Music Publishing industry in Canada is characterized by a growing
disparity between smaller and larger operators. Accordingly, these
companies have a vastly different profit margin. The average industry
profit margin, however, defined as earnings before interest and taxes, is
expected to reach 5.0% of total revenue in 2020, down significantly
from 11.6% in 2015. This margin, which has experienced a more
pronounced decline over the five years to 2020 as a result of the
COVID-19 (coronavirus) negatively affecting industry operations over
the current year, nonetheless indicates the slow return on investment
from the initial purchase of a composition in the form of royalties. Music
publishers are typically paid half the mechanical and synchronization
royalty fees, with the other 50.0% going to the artist themselves,
generated from the licensed distribution of a particular song. A
performing rights organization collects other performance royalties, and
the music publisher will receive an estimated 25.0% of that income.
Therefore, amid increasing consolidation activity compared with
historical levels, profitability has suffered due to rising purchasing costs
for increasingly diverse intellectual property portfolios.

In addition, royalty and copyright costs; manufacturing and distribution;
marketing and promotion; legal, regulatory and consultancy costs;
wages and amortization are the major costs associated with operators,
and all of these affect a company's profitability. However, with the
advent of digital file sharing in particular and the ability of artists to
distribute their new music to listeners via the internet, these new costs
have shrunk profit levels for most operators as more artists choose to
distribute music without the help of industry publishing companies. Over
the five years to 2025, industry profitability is expected to recover, with
prominent artists likely finding it prudent to maintain a contract with a
music publisher due to the diversity of media channels, which makes
navigating this evolving environment all the more difficult. Artists,
songwriters and composers can rely on the expertise of music
publishers to guide them through the multidimensional avenues of the
music market, capitalizing on the growing outlets for music
consumption such as streaming, online advertisements, out-of-home
advertising and independent musicians networks, among others.
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  Wages

The industry is service-based and provides artists with the means
required to distribute their music globally and receive appropriate
payments in return. Negotiating artist contracts and structuring royalty
payment schedules requires a high level of skilled labour. Thus, the
industry uses far more labour compared with capital. IBISWorld
consequently estimates that wages will account for 19.6% of total
industry revenue in 2020, which represents an increase from 17.9% in
2015.

 

  Purchases

Purchases account for an estimated 20.3% of revenue in 2020,
increasing from 16.7% in 2015. This segment involves the purchase of
rights to existing songs and newly released material as well as other
production materials such as computers and database management
software. Industry operators have taken to acquiring smaller publishers
to obtain additional catalogues of material, contributing to rising
purchase costs during the current period. In the same vein, operators
have focused on purchasing the rights to license music in multiple
formats, which comes at a much higher cost from artists and record
labels. Plus, as the potential for continuous revenue generation through
digital advertisements in online streaming platforms became more
apparent, the owners of intellectual property have accordingly raised
the prices for these purchases.

 

  Marketing

Due to the industry's creative nature, marketing costs bear significance
for the industry's operators. In 2020, marketing expenditure is expected
to comprise 1.7% of industry revenue, remaining stable compared with
2015 levels.

 

  Depreciation

Industry operators incur numerous additional costs to ensure that
artists' music is both legally distributed and that the artists receive just
payment for the dissemination of their work. Songs that may be a hit
today will generate significant royalties, but the song becomes less
valuable as time passes. Depreciation expenses account for this drop
in value, and companies generally consider it to be a significant cost.
Depreciation is expected to account for an estimated 5.3% of revenue
in 2020, which has remained relatively unchanged compared with 2015
levels.
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  Rent

Rent costs vary among industry operators primarily on the basis of size
and location. In 2020, the average industry operator is expected to
spend 1.7% of industry revenue on rent-related expenses, with rent
expenditures remaining constant as a share of revenue over the past
five years.

 

  Utilities

Similar to rent costs, expenses on utilities vary widely among industry
operators. In 2020, operators are estimated by IBISWorld to spend
0.3% of revenue on utilities, stable compared with 2015 levels.

 

  Other Costs

Other costs include legal expenses, licensing fees, professional service
fees and other miscellaneous business expenses. These costs are
estimated to comprise the remaining 46.0% of revenue in 2020.
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Basis of
Competition

Competition in this industry is    High and the trend is Steady

  The Music Publishing industry in Canada is characterized by a high level
of competition.

Operators in this industry must compete not only to gain contracts with major artists but also to license those artists'
songs for as much profit as possible in a highly competitive marketplace. Furthermore, the evolving diversity of
media consumption channels is a challenge for most established operators, with specialization rising and
contributing to increased competitive forces at play.

INTERNAL COMPETITION

Services that publishers provide include registering copyrights, filing
information with mechanical and performing rights organizations, auditing
record companies and other licensees, bookkeeping, negotiating licences,
checking royalty statements and collecting monies.

The publisher will either attempt to secure a record deal for the author of a composition or place the songs with other
artists to be recorded on their albums. In this context, the music publisher must have a good brand, good marketing
abilities and good networks throughout the industry.

Music publishers compete on the range of music compositions held and the characteristics of the recording artists
and their music offerings including popularity and breadth. Companies compete on the ownership of songs that can
garner widespread public appeal, and they compete for the creative talent of both new artists and established artists
who already have a catalogue of music through another producing label.

In general, the music industry generates revenue on behalf of the works of their creative talent. Thus, the more a
company offers an artist in the form of royalties from the use of their songs, the greater the chance that artist will
sign with that company. Simultaneously, music publishing companies seek to minimize the amount they spend on
obtaining the rights to use artists' works. The ongoing consolidation activity in the upstream Global Music Production
and Distribution industry (IBISWorld report Q8712-GL) is streamlining this process by connecting the world's largest
music producers and distributors in a vertically integrated supply chain that includes publishing and licensing of their
signed artists' works, which decreases the relative cost of acquiring the rights to music. Even without this integration,
however, larger publishers have the resources to invest in broader music portfolios, benefiting from economies of
scale to offer a more comprehensive product offering for advertisers and TV programmes among other notable
downstream clients. Therefore, consolidation activity in the publishing industry is expected by IBISWorld to overall
mirror that of the music production industry, exacerbating the already high levels of competition based on price and
portfolio size.

EXTERNAL COMPETITION

Meanwhile, external competition has been rising significantly over the five
years to 2020.

The prevalence of artists willing to conduct business matters themselves and retain control of their intellectual
property has grown dramatically as the rise of the internet has aided in cultivating a relatively easy and effective
avenue for the self-distribution and self-promotion of artists and their works. In addition, the advent of digital music
downloading in combination with the increasing capacity of servers to offer streaming music directly have truncated
the significant need for musicians to use a record company to manage and distribute their music. While this
phenomenon has taken the music industry hostage worldwide, Canadian artists in particular are well-situated to take
on independent publishing activities, as they are effectively bolstered by industry associations such as the Society of
Composers, Authors and Music Publishers in Canada (SOCAN). These groups offer resources for artists and
publishers alike to navigate this competitive terrain.

In addition, music publishers endure heavy competition from illegitimate and illegal music sharing. Illegal downloads,
peer-to-peer file sharing and other forms of internet piracy prevent music publishers from collecting licensing
royalties on songs downloaded or streamed because most consumers illegally download music for free or share
music files freely among their peers. This competition has been alleviated somewhat in recent years as governments
across the globe have increased their oversight on copyright laws, internet piracy prevention and intellectual
property rights. The advent of music streaming platforms has also mitigated the need to store music on a personal
computer or mobile device, as many of these platforms are available as mobile apps that use an individual's data
network to stream the songs from the app directly. It is important to note, however, that oftentimes many of the
piracy sites that are seized by the federal government are ultimately resurrected under foreign domain names, or
have relocated their servers to countries that do not have or enforce similar copyright laws.
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Barriers to
Entry

Barriers to Entry in this industry are    High and the trend is Decreasing
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  The Music Publishing industry in Canada is characterized
by high barriers to entry, contributing to the expected
stagnation when it comes to industry enterprises during
the current period. In general, there is a high level of
capital investment associated with the cost of developing
a portfolio of artistic clients. An operator must first own the
rights to musical works which are generally already
owned by some party, meaning publishers need to shell
out a substantial sum to build up a collection from which
clients can choose from. The exception to this rule is if
these operators are individual artists, which then limits the
company's size by the output of the artist. Furthermore, in
many industries, a copyright or patent is important in
achieving much a higher margin than would otherwise be
possible. Industry players are dependent on the protection
of intellectual property through copyright protection laws.
Patent protection can be a costly exercise, and hiring a
team of highly trained staff that is familiar with the process
can also be an expensive but necessary cost.
Nonetheless, the internet has made finding new musical
products from across the globe relatively simple,
lessening the existing barriers to entry.

More importantly, the industry's barriers focus on
competition; cultivating an extensive network of contacts
is essential both as a means of winning clients and as a
way of selling licensed music for a profit to a variety of
media outlets. The industry's largest operators already
have extensive rosters of clients established, artists
already tied to the company through a recording contract.
In turn, the publishing arm of these companies leverages
favourable economies of scale and scope to maintain
existing clients and attract new clients that offer potential
future returns. The industry's three largest publishing
divisions are Universal Music Publishing Group,
Sony/ATV Music Publishing and Warner Music Group Inc.
Together, these publishing groups dominate the music
publishing and global music production industries. In
addition to making up a significant portion of the industry's
total revenue, these publishing companies also carry
heavy brand recognition. As a result, tenured artists often
prefer approaching well-established and reputable
companies. Delivering a product or service that is
synonymous with a superior or consistently good product
or service from competing organizations is a significant
barrier to entry. Plus, having the resources, scale,
reputation and potential to integrate vertically helps
companies achieve a higher margin and dominance
among players. Companies able to record, produce,
distribute and publish music together under one banner
will therefore succeed in winning artists because they can
perform all the necessary steps in the recording industry.

Barriers to entry have been falling over the past five
years. Despite industry concentration among the
aforementioned top companies, there are several strong
independent operators in the industry that have carved
out niche markets for themselves. Importantly, these
artists are protected under the auspices of industry
associations, chief among them the Society of
Composers, Authors and Music Publishers of Canada
(SOCAN). As a result, independent musicians, composers
and songwriters can seek autonomy from other operators
with the support of SOCAN and other avenues of
governmental and institutional subsistence outlined in the
industry assistance section of this report. Additionally, the
growing prevalence of digital music technology has
empowered artists to embrace independence from
traditional music publishers more than ever before. Artists
in musical industries, given greater control over their own
products, will often be inclined to ally with smaller and
independent labels to retain creative control of their own
licensing and distribution. Still, with the proliferation of a
myriad of channels for music consumption and the
numerous possibilities for licensing music including TV
and radio commercials, some artists maintain their
connections to the industry's operators as a way to
navigate the rapidly evolving landscape of the music
sector in aggregate.

Barriers to Entry Checklist

Competition High  

Concentration Low  

Life Cycle Stage Mature  

Technology Change High  

Regulation & Policy Heavy  

Industry Assistance Medium  
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Industry
Globalization

Globalization in this industry is    High and the trend is Increasing

  The Music Publishing industry in Canada exhibits a high level of globalization, particularly among its largest players.
The top three companies operating in the domestic Canadian industry are all publishing arms of major record labels,
all of which compete globally. Sony/ATV Music Publishing (Japan), Warner Music Group Inc. (United States) and
Universal Music Publishing Group (France) all have major offices in Canada as well as internationally. Moreover, the
increasing trend of distributing and promoting music in new, foreign markets due to a rising trend of internet
connectivity has boosted industry globalization. The saturated nature of the domestic music landscape means that
Canadian publishing companies are increasingly trying to buffer earnings by branching into new markets, which
have lower internet penetration and are thus less likely to be experiencing the same technology-prompted
slowdown. For example, Warner Music Group Inc. is one of the industry's largest players and conducts its
operations in numerous international markets. These locations are chiefly concentrated across Europe and
Australia, but it has recently expanded into the growing South American market. Meanwhile, Sony/ATV Music
Publishing is a major player in East Asia and South America as well as established markets in Europe and North
America.

The industry's level of globalization is expected to increase in the future alongside the concomitant consolidation
expected in the upstream Global Music Production and Distribution industry (IBISWorld report Q8712-GL), which is
dominated by the same three record corporations. While multinational publishing companies dominate the industry,
music is licensed to record production companies, radio, TV and films, in printed or digital form across the world. As
the bulk of major players in the industry are already internationally owned, any key acquisitions will likely increase
the industry's level of globalization into the future. Furthermore, as emerging markets gain greater access to the
internet, the opportunity to licence music in these markets will increase. Moreover, the COVID-19 (coronavirus)
pandemic is not projected to significantly affect the industry's level of globalization in either the current year or in the
long run, as the industry's increasingly digital presence has insulated it from many of the more negative economic
effects of the pandemic experienced by other industries.

Overall, the single greatest contributor to an increasingly globalized industry is the proliferation of media channels
that the internet offers regarding music consumption. While illegal downloading is still a salient obstacle for industry
operators to overcome, the introduction of music streaming platforms has created more opportunities to expand with
different pricing structures. Streaming offers a client a chance to advertise to consumers or charge a subscription
price, which are both recurring revenue streams. Therefore, operators can demand higher prices for the chance to
garner more sales through these mediums, encouraging globalization by spreading music licences across the globe
in search of new audiences as the world becomes increasingly connected to the internet.
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Major Companies

Major Players Universal Music Publishing Group

Market Share: 10.0%

  Universal Music Publishing Group (UMPG) is owned by the French multimedia giant Vivendi SA, a mass media
company with interests in entertainment and telecommunications worldwide. Vivendi's involvement in the Music
Publishing industry in Canada is through UMPG, which is wholly owned. In turn, UMPG is a part of the broader
umbrella created by the Universal Music Group (UMG), a worldwide leader in music production and distribution
(IBISWorld report Q8712-GL) alongside the other Big Three music industry leaders Sony Music Entertainment and
Warner Music Group Inc., though the former is not a major player in the domestic Canadian industry as of the time
of this writing. Furthermore, UMG is a subsidiary of Vivendi SA. While UMG is the leader in music production, it is
not the global leader in licensing and publishing, although it dominates in Canada due to UMPG's enlarged domestic
presence compared with the other two companies.

UMPG produces, publishes, markets and distributes recorded music globally in all major music genres. The
company also manufactures, sells and distributes video products worldwide, and it has a network of subsidiaries,
joint ventures and licensees in more than 80 countries, as the company has recently expanded its presence in both
Europe and Africa. UMG fully owns licensing to the BMG Music Publishing catalogue, which was purchased in a
deal valued at $2.4 billion prior to the current period. This acquisition established UMPG as a global leader in the
Music Publishing industry, since its emphasis was centred around music production and distribution rather than
publishing prior to this purchase. Currently, UMPG boasts an extensive roster of artists that includes (but is not
limited to) Ariana Grande, Justin Bieber, Nicki Minaj, Adele, Coldplay, Eminem, Florence + the Machine, Demi
Lovato, Billy Joel and Keith Urban, among many others.

Financial performance

Financial information about UMPG's Canadian operations is limited since the company primarily reports its financial
operations in global terms, focusing instead on its major markets in the neighbouring United States as well as
Europe rather than Canada. Nevertheless, UMPG operates in Canada via its office in Toronto, and IBISWorld
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estimates the company's industry-relevant revenue will increase an annualized 11.7% to reach $33.6 million over
the five years to 2020. Similarly, UMPG's operating profit, defined as earnings before interest and taxes, is expected
to increase at an annualized rate of 12.5% during the same period, reaching an estimated $4.3 million. These
numbers, however, are affected by currency fluctuations, since the company reports its financial information in
euros. Similar to the other major labels, the majority of the company's focus lies within the United States. For
example, Justin Bieber, a Canadian singer and songwriter, is signed with the company, although the majority of his
work is produced in the United States and distributed worldwide as opposed to being produced in Canada
specifically.

 
Universal Music Publishing Group (industry-relevant operations) - financial performance*

Year
Revenue

($m)
Growth

(% change)
Operating Profit

($m)
Growth

(% change)
2015 19.3 N/C 2.4 N/C
2016 18.9 -2.0 2.5 3.6
2017 22.1 16.9 3.1 26.8
2018 25.2 13.9 3.8 21.2
2019 26.8 6.6 4.2 11.5
2020 33.6 25.1 4.3 1.6

Source: Annual Report and IBISWorld
Note: *Estimates (Figures are converted from EUR to CAD)

Warner Music Group Inc.

Market Share: 6.1%

  Warner Music Group Inc. (WMG) is a record label conglomerate with its main headquarters located in New York
City, though the company's Canadian publishing division is instead headquartered in Toronto. The division was
created in 1987 when WMG acquired Chappell & Co., with WMG as a whole currently employing over 5,500 people
across all its geographical operating segments. Moreover, WMG oversees a catalogue of over 65,000 songwriters.
Prior to the beginning of the current period, WMG, the only standalone major music company to be publicly traded in
the United States, was auctioned off in May 2011 to Access Industries Inc. (Access Industries), a private holding
company. The $3.3 billion cash sale was officially completed on July 20, 2011. Throughout the process of WMG's
acquisition, Access Industries outbid many other potential buyers, including major music industry corporations Sony
Music Entertainment (Sony), Universal Music Group, BMG Rights Management and the concert juggernaut Live
Nation. Although WMG has not traditionally acted as a major player in the Music Publishing industry in Canada in
the past, it has been growing its Canadian operations and now stands at the forefront of the industry in Canada.
While WMG still maintains the smallest market share globally of the Big Three record labels, it is also much more
active in North America as a whole, contributing to its increasing dominance in the domestic industry.

Financial performance

WMG holds the rights to over one million copyrights, which, while paling in comparison with Sony's much more
expansive portfolio, is much more efficiently monetized, with an average revenue of nearly $6,000 for each song it
owns. WMG's artist roster includes (but is certainly not limited to) Katy Perry, Kendrick Lamar and Twenty-One
Pilots, among others. WMG's industry-relevant revenue is expected to increase at an annualized rate of 9.7% to
$20.6 million over the five years to 2020. However, WMG's operating profit, defined as earnings before interest and
taxes, is anticipated to comprise a loss of $2.2 million in 2020 as a result of the adverse effects of the COVID-19
(coronavirus) pandemic on the company's operations. Nevertheless, according to its latest annual report, the
company's streaming revenue was, in WMG's words, largely uninterrupted by the coronavirus pandemic, making it
possible for the company to grow its revenue over the current year despite adverse operating conditions.
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Warner Music Group Inc. (industry-relevant operations) - financial performance*

Year
Revenue

($m)
Growth

(% change)
Operating Profit

($m)
Growth

(% change)
2015 12.9 N/C -0.4 N/C
2016 14.5 12.5 0.1 -133.9
2017 16.1 10.5 0.7 398.0
2018 18.0 12.4 1.4 110.2
2019 18.6 2.8 1.1 -23.9
2020 20.6 10.8 -2.2 -302.3

Source: Annual Report and IBISWorld
Note: *Estimates (Figures are converted from USD to CAD)

Other Companies The vast majority of operators in the Music Publishing industry in Canada consist of small and localized companies
that rely on niche markets such as radio, TV, movies or concerts, among others. Moreover, according to the latest
data available from Statistics Canada, 71.4% of establishments in the industry employ fewer than five people, which
demonstrates the preponderance of small-scale operators in the industry. As a result, the majority of companies in
the domestic industry do not garner significant market share. IBISWorld expects that the largest music publishers in
the Canadian industry are the same as those located in the United States and globally, many of which have small
Canadian branches. These companies have strong global presences, and the majority of the talent they recruit
typically operates out of their offices in the United States. However, some music publishers that dominate the global
industry such as Kobalt Music Group and Bertelsmann Music Group are omitted from this discussion since they do
not have any domestic offices or operations, basing their industry activity in the United States instead.

Casablanca Media Publishing Inc.

  Market Share: 0.7%
  Brand Names:  Red Brick Songs
  Founded in 2011, Casablanca Media Publishing Inc. (Casablanca) is the largest independent music publisher in

Canada. Employing an estimated six people in its Toronto office, this company operates in the industry through its
music publishing division and its Red Brick Songs subsidiary. Red Brick Songs is an offshoot of Casablanca focused
on signing songwriters rather than strictly artists, as is the traditional business model of the industry. A newcomer to
the industry, the company has focused on buying the rights to several artists' repertoires and securing contracts with
notable songwriters and composers in the industry to bolster its market share in its short tenure. Importantly,
Casablanca has emphasized signing emerging talents; these include the Rural Alberta Advantage, Library Voices
and You Say Party, among others, and introducing them to domestic and international audiences. While the
company is private and therefore does not disclose its financial information, IBISWorld estimates that Casablanca
will generate $2.2 million in industry-relevant revenue in 2020, corresponding to a market share of 0.7%.

Sony/ATV Music Publishing

  Market Share: 0.6%
  Sony/ATV Music Publishing (Sony/ATV) is a business segment of Sony Corporation (Sony). Sony/ATV has offices in

37 countries across 29 cities, and owns and administers the rights to titles from a broad range of artists, totalling
over three million songs, including Cardi B, Khalid and Lady Gaga, among many others. Plus, the company also
owns the publishing rights to over 250 Beatles songs, with an implicit emphasis placed on classical music rights
throughout the company. Sony/ATV currently possesses the largest country music catalogue in the world after
purchasing the Acuff-Rose country music catalogue from Gaylord Entertainment for $157.0 million, consisting of
55,000 compositions and including (but not limited to) the songs of Hank Williams, Roy Orbison and the Everly
Brothers. Sony/ATV licenses its songs for use in movies, TV and advertising, and collects royalties for its
songwriters. The majority of the company's operations are located in the United States, but it maintains
headquarters in Toronto for its Canadian operations.

Prior to the start of the current reporting period, in June 2012, Sony, as part of a consortium of investors, acquired
the music-publishing arm of EMI Group Limited (EMI) in a deal worth $2.2 billion. As a result, Sony has a 38.0%
share in EMI's former publishing business. This acquisition served to secure Sony's position as the world's largest
music publisher prior to the current period. In 2016, Sony announced that it had bought out the estate of Michael
Jackson's 50.0% stake in the company in a deal valued at $750.0 million. The deal gives Sony complete control over
the publishing rights to over four million songs. According to IBISWorld estimates, Sony/ATV will generate $1.9
million as a result of its Canadian industry-specific operations in 2020, representing a market share of 0.6%, though
this reflects differing currency valuations since the company reports its financial information in Japanese yen.
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Operating Conditions

Capital
Intensity

The level of capital intensity is    Medium

  The Music Publishing industry in Canada carries a
moderate level of capital intensity. For every $1.00 spent
on wages, the average industry operator will invest an
estimated $0.27 in capital equipment in 2020, down slightly
from $0.29 in 2015. In general, this industry does not rely
heavily on physical capital assets. Instead, capital intensity
takes into account the initial investment and the
subsequent return over time on music compositions, which
is not physical capital but intellectual property that the
company acquires. These compositions ultimately become
intangible assets for publishing companies and experience
diminishing returns over time. A recorded song or album's
popularity spikes for a protracted period upon its initial
release, and the return on investment over time from the
publishing company's perspective on a song or album
trends highly with popularity. Other intangible costs
associated with investment in intellectual property include
brand names, trademarks, copyrights and patents.

The Music Publishing industry in Canada is highly service-
based, however, and therefore requires a significant
amount of labour to perform its core functions, mitigating
capital intensity to a degree. This is because the basic
services provided in this industry rely more heavily on
employees rather than high levels of capital. In 2020,
depreciation accounts for an estimated 5.3% of total
industry revenue, while wages account for 16.6%. Industry
employees are required to have a high level of skill,
knowledge and the ability to both maintain and expand a
substantial client base. Industry players provide publishing
services for various downstream media outlets in addition
to marketing artists and their releases. The rise in wages'
share of revenue increased much more rapidly compared
with depreciation, which remained steady during the
period, contributing to the marginal decrease in capital
intensity exhibited over the five years to 2020.
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Technology &
Systems

Potential Disruptive Innovation: Factors Driving Threat of Change

Level Factor Disruptive
Effect

Description

Medium Rate of
Innovation

Potential A ranked measure for the number of patents
assigned to an industry. A faster rate of new
patent additions to the industry increases the
likelihood of a disruptive innovation occurring.

Medium Innovation
Concentration

Potential A measure for the mix of patent classes
assigned to the industry. A greater
concentration of patents in one area increases
the likelihood of technological disruption of
incumbent operators.

Medium Ease of Entry Potential A qualitative measure of barriers to entry.
Fewer barriers to entry increases the
likelihood that new entrants can disrupt
incumbents by putting new technologies to
use.

Medium Rate of Entry Potential Annualized growth in the number of
enterprises in the industry, ranked against all
other industries. A greater intensity of
companies entering an industry increases the
pool of potential disruptors.

Very Low Market
Concentration

Very
Unlikely

A ranked measure of the largest core market
for the industry. Concentrated core markets
present a low-end market or new market entry
point for disruptive technologies to capture
market share.

  Both the rate of new innovation and the concentration are in line with the average across all industries.

Both the ease of entry and the rate of entry in the industry are moderate. While these factors do not significantly add to the
threat of disruptive potential, they do not detract from it either.

Major market segments for industry operators are relatively diversified. The spread of market segments suggests that there
are limited entry points other than those already served my incumbent operators.

Overall, the Music Publishing industry in Canada has experienced increasing
technological disruption over the five years to 2020 caused mainly by
technological advances in competing and adjacent industries.

This is largely due to the rising prevalence of artists willing to conduct their own business matters so that they may retain
control over their own intellectual property. To this end, the internet has aided these artists in cultivating a relatively easy
and effective avenue for the self-distribution and self-promotion of their works. More specifically, websites such as
Bandcamp have an entire business model built around this premise. Moreover, digital music downloading, although not
new, has become much more efficient over time, with the increasing capacity of internet servers to offer streaming music,
directly truncating the significant need for musicians to contract with a record company to manage and distribute their
music. Plus, Canadian artists in particular are in a good position to take advantage of these independent publishing
activities, as they are bolstered by groups such as the Society of Composers, Authors and Music Publishers of Canada that
offer various resources for artists and publishers to navigate an increasingly competitive landscape.

Lastly, industry music publishers have experienced further technological disruption on the part of illegitimate, or illegal,
music sharing. Although illegal music sharing is also not new, it has, similar to streaming services, become more efficient
over the past decade. It has also become more discrete. Consequently, peer-to-peer file sharing and other forms of internet
piracy such as torrenting have prevented music publishers from successfully collecting licensing royalties on songs
downloaded or streamed, because most consumers illegally download music for free or share music files freely among their
peers. In recent years, the Canadian government has been cracking down on this, though many of the piracy sites seized
by the federal government are ultimately resurrected under other, foreign domain names, with their servers relocated to
countries that do not have strictly enforced intellectual property laws.
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The level of technology change is    High

  Over the five years to 2020, the Music Publishing industry in Canada has
experienced a high level of technological change, stemming mostly from the
growing prevalence of online music distribution.

This should be understood with the caveat that music licensing itself has not changed significantly, merely adapting to the
underlying evolution of the music distribution and retail markets.

According to the Canadian Independent Music Association, 90.0% of music single sales are now in digital formats, and data
from Statistics Canada shows that the bulk of domestic physical music sales was surpassed for the first time by streaming
services in 2017 (latest data available). Consequently, and since the industry is highly globalized, the turn toward digital
royalties, particularly with the proliferation of music streaming services such as those provided by Spotify Technology S.A.
and Pandora, has now become a central component of the industry's operations. Thus, the industry's focus has shifted
away from physical album royalties, which have been completely eroded over the past five years globally compared with
the growth of digital album sales. In addition, there are hundreds of millions of illegal music downloads each month, a
number that is continuing to grow despite the cooperative efforts of major music companies in combination with the federal
government. To combat this illegal activity, many publishers have developed online systems that authorize the sale of
music over the internet while protecting the music from illicit downloading on that platform.

Illegal downloading activity may ultimately provide consumers with easier access to music, giving heightened awareness to
new bands which can subsequently become a catalyst for growth for the industry. However, the increased freedom this
technology affords musicians and songwriters is likely to embolden numerous artists into avoiding contracts with major
labels and retaining rights to their own work. The internet has provided many hassle-free and legal vehicles for both the
self-distribution and the self-promotion of an artist's work, which disincentivizes reliance on industry operators and, in turn,
disrupts the traditional business model of the music sector.

In addition to the digitalization of the actual product, the services music publishers perform have also transitioned toward
web-based functions, which boosts demand for established operators while providing a platform for smaller businesses to
gain a stronghold in their respective markets. For example, an online request form for a licence from the music publisher
can be filled out and submitted once a particular song is chosen, and the transaction can be completed in full over the
internet. Overall, the internet has increased accessibility to music publisher services and has positively affected the
industry.

Most notably, the introduction of music streaming services such as Pandora, Spotify and Apple Music requires music
publishers to negotiate royalty rates for these services. Since these technologies are still relatively new and operate on a
global scale, worldwide standards have not been fully set. Therefore, operators in Canada must adhere to their own
standards for domestic streaming, which is increasingly becoming a central component of music listening among
consumers. The shift in how listeners obtain and consume music will continue to alter how the Music Publishing industry
generates revenue and markets itself. Combined with the pervasiveness of illegitimate distribution channels online, these
factors will continue to drive innovation and force industry operations to adapt to these winds of change.

Revenue
Volatility

The level of volatility is    Medium
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  Over the five years to 2020, the Music Publishing industry in Canada has
exhibited a medium levels of revenue volatility.

However, more dramatic oscillations in revenue occurred prior to the current period due to the changing nature of the music
sector. Ultimately, this industry's success depends on the development of new recordings by artists or record production
companies, as well as the development of platforms for dissemination. As a result, the industry's performance is tethered to
technological developments with respect to its primary distribution and retail channels, which have undergone some
significant transformations during the current period.

Over the past five years, the industry has experienced a continual decline from its longstanding bastion of demand, physical
album sales, while also simultaneously having its performance buoyed by the growing prevalence of music licensing for
commercials, online streaming platforms, mobile functions and other nontraditional media outlets which are steadily
becoming the backbone of the creative economy. The transition to streaming music services specifically has contributed to
even more volatility over the past decade. In addition, changes in royalty rate regulations by the government or by collecting
societies can contribute to volatility. Over the five years to 2020, industry revenue is ultimately projected to fluctuate an
average of 6.1% year-over-year.

Regulation &
Policy

The level of regulation is    Heavy and the trend is Steady

Due to the industry's complete reliance on intellectual property, the primary
regulations in the Music Publishing industry in Canada are focused on
copyright and intellectual property protection.

Ultimately, while these protections and regulations are understood globally, there are some domestic idiosyncrasies that
should be understood within this global context. For instance, copyright ownership in Canada is automatic upon creation of
a song, but that is not the case worldwide. Domestically, the Canada Copyright Board enforces a variety of copyright laws,
including those involving music piracy. Additionally, royalty collection agencies such as the Society of Composers, Authors
and Music Publishers of Canada actively collect and distribute royalty payments from the performance of copyrighted
content. The Copyright Act of Canada was established in 1921, and it has been revised several times since. Similar to the
copyright laws of the United States, this act defines the appropriate uses of copyrighted content.

With the advent of the internet, digital piracy has become a global issue for today's music publishers, with the increasingly
globalized nature of industry operations prompting the need for international overseers to play a greater role in supervising
a borderless internet. The Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works is the primary international
regulation in place to combat this affliction, administered under the auspices of the World Intellectual Property Organization
(WIPO), one of the 15 specialized agencies of the United Nations. Items this law covers include rules for the protection of
works, including the right for the copyright owner to authorize reproduction, translation, public performance, communication
and adaptation of their work. While there is still a great deal of controversy surrounding the ever-evolving music industry,
including the transition to streaming services and other innovative platforms for music dissemination, most nations have
their own standards that are based on the international foundation as dictated by the WIPO.

The Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights states that performers have the right to prevent fixation (i.e. to
capture in some tangible form such as film or sound recording) of their unfixed performances, the reproduction of that
fixation and the wireless broadcasting of their live performances when conducted without their prior authorization. Similarly,
Producers' Rights dictates that producers have the right to either authorize or prohibit the reproduction of their sound
recordings and the rental of their recordings.

Lastly, the WIPO's Copyright Treaty permits copyright owners the exclusive right to authorize the original and all
subsequent existing copies of their work to the public through sale or other transfer of ownership, and the WIPO
Performances and Phonograms Treaty provides copyright owners with the rights of distribution, rental and importation.

Industry
Assistance

The level of industry assistance is    Medium and the trend is Increasing

There is little direct government assistance for the Music Publishing industry
in Canada.

One of the few avenues for government funding is the Canada Music Fund, which provides tax incentives and subsidies for
newly formed music businesses spanning individual artists, record labels, distribution companies and industry operators in
the publishing world. In particular, the subcomponent of the Canada Music Fund that is pertinent to industry operators is the
Aid to Canadian Music Publishing Firms, which supports the development of Canadian songwriters and composers by
promoting new Canadian musical works domestically as well as abroad. Essentially, these subsidies increase the likelihood
of individual artists becoming their own publishers while simultaneously providing assistance to a broader scale of
operators that do not compose or write their own music.
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Nonetheless, the primary form of assistance for most operators comes from industry associations. The Canadian
Independent Music Association is a nonprofit organization that represents all facets of the music industry in Canada, and it
provides research and assistance to operators in the industry through the monetary assistance it receives from the
government's Canada Music Fund. Moreover, Music Canada is an organization that was initially founded in 1963 and which
works alongside industry operators to represent their interests in the industry; the organization also works with the
International Federation of the Phonographic Industry and the Recording Industry Association of America to combat and
prevent music piracy. The Society of Composers, Authors and Music Publishers of Canada (SOCAN) represents individual
artists by collecting and distributing royalty payments to Canadian artists directly. However, while SOCAN provides
resources for industry operators and the music sector in totality, it also functions as a major competitor for music publishers,
since artists can choose to license their music through SOCAN instead of the operators themselves.

At the government level, some regulations also act as forms of assistance to the industry. For example, and through the
Broadcasting Act of Canada, the Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications Commission (CRTC) does offer
some assistance to publishers of content that is at least partly composed, performed, recorded or written by a Canadian
musician. Under these Canadian content laws (commonly referred to as CanCon laws), the CRTC requires that all radio
and TV broadcasters air a minimum percentage, typically 40.0%, of content created by a Canadian. For radio, this is called
the MAPL system, since the music that is composed; the artist that performs; the performance that is recorded; and the
lyrics that are written must all be done by a Canadian. Due to these CanCon laws, music publishers benefit from the added
publishing and royalty revenue that is generated via the percentage of music that must, by law, be played on the air.

CanCon laws were originally architected to both limit very popular US artists from dominating Canada's media platforms
and the help preserve and expand Canada's unique cultural identity more generally. As a result of these laws, industry
publishers and artists possess some degree of stability in the domestic entertainment market. Moving forward, IBISWorld
expects the level of assistance given to the industry's operators to increase. This is in large part due to the Canadian
government's announcement in early 2019 that it is increasing the budget of the Canada Music Fund by $15.0 million over
the next two years for the purpose of offering even more opportunities to domestic artists and entrepreneurs in the music
industry.
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Key Statistics
Industry Data

Year
Revenue

($m)
IVA

($m)
Establishments

(Units)
Enterprises

(Units)
Employment

(Units)
Exports

($m)
Imports

($m)
Wages

($m)

Domestic
Demand

($m)

U.S. Album
Sales

(Million)
2011 417 123 565 561 925 N/A N/A 61.4 N/A 350
2012 399 134 548 543 886 N/A N/A 61.5 N/A 322
2013 374 119 521 517 849 N/A N/A 60.0 N/A 301
2014 362 122 514 509 829 N/A N/A 59.4 N/A 263
2015 365 127 515 509 953 N/A N/A 65.6 N/A 238
2016 332 120 472 467 957 N/A N/A 61.3 N/A 198
2017 344 119 501 496 939 N/A N/A 65.0 N/A 170
2018 357 120 528 523 926 N/A N/A 69.0 N/A 118
2019 352 124 532 526 947 N/A N/A 68.1 N/A 106
2020 338 101 522 517 922 N/A N/A 66.1 N/A 99.5
2021 340 119 524 519 930 N/A N/A 66.7 N/A 95.8
2022 345 121 528 523 942 N/A N/A 67.6 N/A 92.5
2023 347 122 531 525 946 N/A N/A 67.9 N/A 89.6
2024 348 122 537 532 949 N/A N/A 68.1 N/A 87.0
2025 348 122 541 535 951 N/A N/A 68.2 N/A 84.7

Annual Change

Year
Revenue

(%)
IVA
(%)

Establishments
(%)

Enterprises
(%)

Employment
(%)

Exports
(%)

Imports
(%)

Wages
(%)

Domestic
Demand

(%)
U.S. Album

Sales (%)
2011 0.62 -0.17 5.21 5.05 0.32 N/A N/A 12.7 N/A 2.09
2012 -4.32 8.92 -3.01 -3.21 -4.22 N/A N/A 0.16 N/A -8.11
2013 -6.39 -11.3 -4.93 -4.79 -4.18 N/A N/A -2.44 N/A -6.43
2014 -3.29 2.68 -1.35 -1.55 -2.36 N/A N/A -1.00 N/A -12.6
2015 1.05 3.43 0.19 0.00 15.0 N/A N/A 10.4 N/A -9.73
2016 -9.04 -5.30 -8.35 -8.26 0.41 N/A N/A -6.56 N/A -16.9
2017 3.61 -0.51 6.14 6.20 -1.89 N/A N/A 6.03 N/A -14.1
2018 3.51 0.67 5.38 5.44 -1.39 N/A N/A 6.15 N/A -30.2
2019 -1.16 3.58 0.75 0.57 2.26 N/A N/A -1.31 N/A -10.7
2020 -4.20 -18.8 -1.88 -1.72 -2.64 N/A N/A -2.94 N/A -5.99
2021 0.82 17.9 0.38 0.38 0.86 N/A N/A 0.90 N/A -3.69
2022 1.41 1.76 0.76 0.77 1.29 N/A N/A 1.34 N/A -3.48
2023 0.52 0.49 0.56 0.38 0.42 N/A N/A 0.44 N/A -3.15
2024 0.23 0.24 1.12 1.33 0.31 N/A N/A 0.29 N/A -2.92
2025 0.14 -0.09 0.74 0.56 0.21 N/A N/A 0.14 N/A -2.59

Key Ratios

Year
IVA/Revenue

(%)

Imports/
Demand

(%)

Exports/
Revenue

(%)

Revenue per
Employee

($'000)

Wages/
Revenue

(%)

Employees per
estab.
(Units) Average Wage  ($)

2011 29.5 N/A N/A 451 14.7 1.64 66,378
2012 33.6 N/A N/A 451 15.4 1.62 69,413
2013 31.9 N/A N/A 440 16.0 1.63 70,671
2014 33.8 N/A N/A 436 16.4 1.61 71,653
2015 34.6 N/A N/A 383 18.0 1.85 68,835
2016 36.1 N/A N/A 347 18.4 2.03 64,054
2017 34.6 N/A N/A 367 18.9 1.87 69,223
2018 33.7 N/A N/A 385 19.4 1.75 74,514
2019 35.3 N/A N/A 372 19.3 1.78 71,911
2020 29.9 N/A N/A 366 19.6 1.77 71,692
2021 35.0 N/A N/A 366 19.6 1.77 71,720
2022 35.1 N/A N/A 366 19.6 1.78 71,762
2023 35.1 N/A N/A 367 19.6 1.78 71,776
2024 35.1 N/A N/A 366 19.6 1.77 71,760
2025 35.0 N/A N/A 366 19.6 1.76 71,714

Figures are inflation adjusted to 2020
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Additional Resources
Additional
Resources

Canadian Music Publishers Association
http://www.musicpublishercanada.ca

Music Canada
http://www.musiccanada.com

Canadian Independent Music Association
http://www.cimamusic.ca

Society of Composers, Authors and Music Publishers of Canada
http://www.socan.ca

Statistics Canada
http://www.statcan.gc.ca

Industry Jargon LABEL
Term for a music company that seeks out artists, helps produce their music and then oversees the distribution and
sale of the music and the rights to the music.

MECHANICAL ROYALTIES
Per-minute rates set by the government that are paid to publishers and writers whenever a song or CD is sold. Also
called mechanical revenue.

P2P
Industry abbreviation for peer-to-peer, which is a type of file-sharing system that permits users to anonymously
transfer and share music files over the internet.

SYNCHRONIZATION ROYALTIES
When music is incorporated into the soundtrack of a TV show, commercial or film, the user of the music must obtain
a synchronization, or sync, license and pay royalties.

Glossary BARRIERS TO ENTRY
High barriers to entry mean that new companies struggle to enter an industry, while low barriers mean it is easy for
new companies to enter an industry.

CAPITAL INTENSITY
Compares the amount of money spent on capital (plant, machinery and equipment) with that spent on labour.
IBISWorld uses the ratio of depreciation to wages as a proxy for capital intensity. High capital intensity is more than
$0.333 of capital to $1 of labour; medium is $0.125 to $0.333 of capital to $1 of labour; low is less than $0.125 of
capital for every $1 of labour.

CONSTANT PRICES
The dollar figures in the Key Statistics table, including forecasts, are adjusted for inflation using the current year (i.e.
year published) as the base year. This removes the impact of changes in the purchasing power of the dollar, leaving
only the "real" growth or decline in industry metrics. The inflation adjustments in IBISWorld’s reports are made using
Statistics Canada's implicit GDP price deflator.

DOMESTIC DEMAND
Spending on industry goods and services within Canada, regardless of their country of origin. It is derived by adding
imports to industry revenue, and then subtracting exports.

EMPLOYMENT
The number of permanent, part-time, temporary and casual employees, working proprietors, partners, managers
and executives within the industry.

ENTERPRISE
A division that is separately managed and keeps management accounts. Each enterprise consists of one or more
establishments that are under common ownership or control.

ESTABLISHMENT
The smallest type of accounting unit within an enterprise, an establishment is a single physical location where
business is conducted or where services or industrial operations are performed. Multiple establishments under
common control make up an enterprise.
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EXPORTS
Total value of industry goods and services sold by Canadian companies to customers abroad.

IMPORTS
Total value of industry goods and services brought in from foreign countries to be sold in Canada.

INDUSTRY CONCENTRATION
An indicator of the dominance of the top four players in an industry. Concentration is considered high if the top
players account for more than 70% of industry revenue. Medium is 40% to 70% of industry revenue. Low is less
than 40%.

INDUSTRY REVENUE
The total sales of industry goods and services (exclusive of excise and sales tax); subsidies on production; all other
operating income from outside the firm (such as commission income, repair and service income, and rent, leasing
and hiring income); and capital work done by rental or lease. Receipts from interest royalties, dividends and the sale
of fixed tangible assets are excluded.

INDUSTRY VALUE ADDED
The market value of goods and services produced by the industry minus the cost of goods and services used in
production. IVA is also described as the industry's contribution to GDP, or profit plus wages and depreciation.

INTERNATIONAL TRADE
The level of international trade is determined by ratios of exports to revenue and imports to domestic demand. For
exports/revenue: low is less than 5%; medium is 5% to 20%; and high is more than 20%. Imports/domestic demand:
low is less than 5%; medium is 5% to 35%; and high is more than 35%.

LIFE CYCLE
All industries go through periods of growth, maturity and decline. IBISWorld determines an industry's life cycle by
considering its growth rate (measured by IVA) compared with GDP; the growth rate of the number of establishments;
the amount of change the industry's products are undergoing; the rate of technological change; and the level of
customer acceptance of industry products and services.

NONEMPLOYING ESTABLISHMENT
Businesses with no paid employment or payroll, also known as nonemployers. These are mostly set up by self-
employed individuals.

PROFIT
IBISWorld uses earnings before interest and tax (EBIT) as an indicator of a company’s profitability. It is calculated as
revenue minus expenses, excluding interest and tax.

REGIONS
Prairies | AB, SK, MB
Atlantic | NB, NS, PE, NL
Territories | YT, NT, NU

VOLATILITY
The level of volatility is determined by averaging the absolute change in revenue in each of the past five years.
Volatility levels: very high is more than ±20%; high volatility is ±10% to ±20%; moderate volatility is ±3% to ±10%;
and low volatility is less than ±3%.

WAGES
The gross total wages and salaries of all employees in the industry.



IBISWorld helps you find the industry
information you need – fast.

With our trusted research covering thousands of global industries, you’ll get a quick and intelligent
overview of any industry so you can get up to speed in minutes. In every report, you’ll find
actionable insights, comprehensive data and in-depth analysis to help you make smarter, faster
business decisions. If you’re not yet a member of IBISWorld, contact us at 1-800-330-3772 or
info@ibisworld.com to learn more.

DISCLAIMER
This product has been supplied by IBISWorld Inc. (‘IBISWorld’) solely for use by its authorized licenses strictly in
accordance with their license agreements with IBISWorld. IBISWorld makes no representation to any other person
with regard to the completeness or accuracy of the data or information contained herein, and it accepts no
responsibility and disclaims all liability (save for liability which cannot be lawfully disclaimed) for loss or damage
whatsoever suffered or incurred by any other person resulting from the use of, or reliance upon, the data or
information contained herein. Copyright in this publication is owned by IBISWorld Inc. The publication is sold on
the basis that the purchaser agrees not to copy the material contained within it for other than the purchasers own
purposes. In the event that the purchaser uses or quotes from the material in this publication – in papers, reports,
or opinions prepared for any other person – it is agreed that it will be sourced to: IBISWorld Inc.

Copyright 2021 IBISWorld Inc.
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